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About the
London Technology Club
Foreword on the
Future Technology
Series: Wine
A big thank you to London Technology
Club for writing such an interesting and
insightful report on the future of wine and
how technology will play its part. Wine
has been made for over 6,000 years. To
quote Robert Mondavi, “wine has been
with civilised man since the beginning”.
Celebrated by the ancient Greeks,
Egyptians, Romans and now modern-day
consumers all over the world, it is one
of life’s real pleasures and at the heart
of conviviality. And wine, like all things
that are consumed, merchandised and
industrialised, has seen technology play a
part in the industry’s evolution.
It has been a real pleasure for all of us at
67 Pall Mall to help the London Technology
Club bring together experts within the
industry and spark discussions and debate.
We hope the content in this new report is
enjoyed and discussed by 67 Pall Mall and
London Technology Club members, both as
technology lovers and oenophiles alike!

The Future Technology in Wine is the second in our series of six
Future Technology reports across 2019. In February we published
the Future Technology in Formula One™ report and enjoyed a
lively breakfast debate for 60 guests at the Royal Automobile
Club to discuss the findings. Our third report, the Future
Technology in Art, will be launched in Mayfair in June.
The London Technology Club is a community of family offices,
private and institutional investors, venture capital firms,
technology experts and influencers. The club combines coinvestment opportunities, education and relationship-building
opportunities in the tech sector under one umbrella and provides
access to competitive VC funds with attractive returns.
We organise events with leading technology visionaries,
entrepreneurs and investors. A number of prominent
international investors are members of our Advisory Board, such
as Mikhail Fridman, Co-founder of LetterOne; June Felix, CEO
of IG Group; Christ Rust, GP Clear Ventures and ex-Partner at
Sequoia Capital; and Itzik Parnafes, GP of Battery Ventures.
This report on wine is unlike our previous publication about
F1™, where motorsport innovation moves at such a rapid pace
that the current cars look completely different to those racing
five years ago. Technology is used to squeeze the most out of
both cars and drivers, and to provide immersive and frictionless
experiences for fans. The wine industry, by contrast, appears to
move more slowly. While decisions in F1™ can come to fruition
almost immediately with short production times, decisions in
wine might not come to fruition for 35 years. But technology
will play a future role in wine all the same. And if F1™ was about
doing more through technology, the focus in fine wine is on
doing less – that is, on having ‘minimal intervention’. Read on to
learn more, and enjoy!

Grant Ashton
Partner to London Technology Club
Founder and CEO of 67 Pall Mall

Simon Pavitt
London Technology Club Chief Operating Officer
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01 The Vision Summary

Precision viticulture
Wine maker as data analyst
Extreme transparency vs closely guarded secrets

The Consumers
The death of the expert
Multisensory experiences
Virtual personal assistants
You drink it, you own it transparency

The Investors / Collectors
Tackling counterfeiting
Traceability
Non-invasive solutions
Storage
Tokenisation

“I’m glad I invested through
fractional ownership in part
of the vineyard. It’s really
democratised ownership.”
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I grab a lunch at a multisensory wine bar that
specialises in ‘sonic seasoning’ (making sure
my enjoyment of the wine and food pairings are maximised by working with all of my
senses). My lunch is interrupted to tell me
that the sensors in some of my shipments of
wine to Hong Kong are getting too hot in the
container. My virtual personal assistant (VPA)
automatically contacts the logistics company to check out and rectify the issue. I don’t

alty. I check the price using the Wotwine2

want my wine being cooked while it’s being

app, and it looks like good value so I accept.

shipped.

While en route in my robo-taxi, my VPA lets
me know when to stop so I can drop into the

Summary: A Vision
For The Future?

Tonight, I’m having dinner at a friend’s and

shop and quickly collect the wine. The shop

my VPA has just been messaged what will

forwards me the blockchain-based spectro-

that growers are harnessing technology to do

on the menu: Beef tenderloin with an Ital-

scopic readings so I am assured the wines

less with the wine making process, not more.

ian rosemary and balsamic sauce, followed

aren’t corked, oxidised or counterfeit.

by crème brûlée. Based on AI learning my

In our humble opinion, this future day is not
I have a leisurely morning watching the iconic

preferences, my VPA is recommending two

At dinner, we discuss investing again in a

film ‘The Billionaire’s Vinegar’ with Matthew

bottles of wine to accompany the meal: The

new vineyard specialising in fine wine for

I am a fine wine lover. My first task this morn-

McConaughey; it’s amazing to think how easy

1996 Sassicaia followed by a 2001 Château

consumption in the air (private jets, com-

ing is to check my dashboard of readings and

it was in the past to get stung by counterfeit

d’Yquem. I’m excited about the recommenda-

mercial airlines and – in the future – electric

updates on the vineyard I have invested in.

wine. Since the introduction of VeriVin’s tech-

tion (the VPA has never been wrong). I voice

VTOLs (vertical take-off and landing aircraft).

Led by Openvino , we saw a movement of

nologies, adopted by all fine-wine growers,

my agreement. Noting that I will pass Hedon-

My friend shows me the top-secret vineyard

New World growers making their entire wine

restauranteurs, merchants and collectors,

ism Wines on the way to my friend’s place,

plans through Vera software to ensure we

business transparent. I can see on my dash-

verification and non-intrusive testing has

my VPA communicates with the Mayfair wine

can’t copy or send onto anyone else.

board the data for weather conditions, scans

been the norm if you are spending significant

boutique, which offers me a good price on

for disease, pests and hydric stress on the

amounts on fine wine. I remember as a som-

the wines based on my preferences and loy-

vines… and what the grower is doing about

melier I used to be offered £100 for old, high-

it. I expect a good vintage and so do many

ly sought-after used bottles. But now through

people, so the price of the blockchain-based

spectroscopy I can be safe in the knowledge

wine coins remains high on the exchange.

the wine I buy and drink is of good quality

too far away:

1

(no TCA and genuine).

Fine wine has come a long way thanks to
technologies like blockchain, the Internet
of Things (IoT), cryptocurrencies and
spectroscopy.
I’m an active investor in fine-wine vineyards,

I’m glad I also invested through fractional
ownership in part of the vineyard. It’s
really democratised ownership.

a consumer who appreciates a multisensory
experience, and a collector who likes to take
fractional ownership in some of the world’s
best wines. These technologies provide me

Many people who wouldn’t have been able

with transparency, traceability and tokenisa-

to take a share in wine growing now can

tion. Life’s good at wine’s bleeding edge of

due to the distributed ledger technology. I

technology, coupled with the art of organ-

also spend a bit of time looking online at live

ic, fine wine making. Horse-drawn ploughs

video streams of Burgundy estates being

meets high-precision technology.

ploughed by horse and cart. I love the fact

1

6

2 http://www.wotwine.com/

http://www.openvino.org/
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2.1 | Precision Viticulture

The process of producing wine is still seen by con-

culture’s fragile ecosystems, which are in effect mon-

sumers as poetically agricultural and traditional, and

ocultures, optimising growth requires a careful bal-

this is even more applicable to fine wine. While part

ance between prevention and over-intervention.

of the wine maker’s job still resembles that idealised
image of a farmer, technology is now of paramount
importance.
Agriculture requires skill, intuition and experience,
but agricultural decisions and understanding can be

“

The world of fine wine is already affected by
changes in technology and undergoing its
own transformation, albeit slowly.”
Nicole Rolet, Fine Minds 4 Fine Wines

better informed by advances in technology. In viti-

02 The Growers / Producers

Precision
Viticulture

es how important it is to under-

cart to turn the soil. In fact, one

stand, for example, the impact

of the biggest investments made

of different methods on a vine-

by producers in recent years has

yard’s soil.

been for facilities to house horses!

Advances in technology in fine
wine making are enabling producers to make the right decisions and grow with greater precision. According to acclaimed

“‘Minimal intervention’
has become the biggest
movement for fine-wine
makers in the last decade.”

wine producer Nigel Greening

“The world of fine wine is
already affected by changes in
technology and undergoing its own
transformation, albeit slowly.”

of Felton Road in Central Otago,
1

New Zealand: “The role of tech-
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allegedly spent more on sta-

Richard Hemming, Master of
Wine

than some spend to buy an entire vineyard. Technology has
increased understanding which

tion of better, more crafted wine

With the industry recently learn-

has led to growers doing less

products – as an enabler, tech-

ing how heavy machinery com-

with the process, even going

nology provides the attention to

pacts the earth, the top produc-

back to medieval methods. But

detail.”

ers in Burgundy, Bordeaux and

such returns to old techniques

other regions have been moving

have been empowered by data

back to horse-drawn plough and

and cutting-edge technology.

The world of fine wine recognis-

9

maine de la Romanée-Conti2 has
bles for horse-drawn ploughing

nology is to support the crea-

1
2

8

The Burgundy estate of Do-

https://www.feltonroad.com
http://m.romanee-conti.fr
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2.2 | Wine maker as data analyst

provenance of any bottle can be increasingly hy-

grape growers to regulate yield and optimise fruit

per-local. The future of wine growing will bring gran-

quality and style. Uncontrolled water stress has the

ular detail to vineyard assets.

potential to reduce the yield and quality of grapes
and the resulting wine, which in turn reduces the re-

2. Predicting and monitoring
vineyard conditions: Smart
systems, sensors and apps

turn to growers.
According to Dr. Kathy Ophel-Keller, Acting Executive
Director of the South Australian Research and Development Institute (SARDI), this new app “offers grape

Smart vineyard systems such as eVineyard and

growers instant feedback on the water status of their

SmartVineyard are building systems that provide

vines and provides them with the flexibility to assess

dashboards and reports based on data from probes,

multiple blocks or sections of blocks, and to make ir-

sensors and cameras deployed across vineyards.

rigation decisions in real time”.

Such systems can monitor weather, soil and condi-

Dr. Liz Waters, General Manager of Research, Devel-

tion to predict or warn against grape disease, pests

opment and Extension at Wine Australia, meanwhile,

and hydric stress (the quantity of water present in

says effective and efficient irrigation, “helps to op-

the soil).

timise vineyard production to produce high-quality

2

3

grapes for fine Australian wines”.

The future: The wine
maker as a data analysist,
the empowered decision-maker

Devices such as eight-metre neutron probes can be
placed in the soil to measure moisture levels. This

“Through many years of extensive research, meth-

enables growers to analyse hydric stress and its im-

ods have been developed to assess grapevine water

pacts on wine. These systems don’t need to be over-

status. This new app provides a portable solution to

ly complex or expensive. For example, technolo-

measure water status quickly and easily in the vine-

gies such as Vine Water Stress deliver such analysis

yard,” she adds.

4

through smartphone apps for informed irrigation decisions.

The wine maker of the future will harness the latest
technologies to make better decisions. Innovations
in the past were often capital intensive. Today, a
smartphone can put new innovation in the hands of

Wine makers can demonstrate that a certain
wine is made from a small plot of land that gives
it the most concentrated flavour from a particular
terroir.1

In Australia, where vineyard irrigation systems (such
as regulated deficit irrigation or RDI) are allowed, the
management of vine water status is a key tool for

Especially for smaller, more niche growers who
can’t afford expensive systems, a smartphonebased sensing app offers a cheap, easy-to-use
way to measure what plants are experiencing and
manage irrigation.

the right people cost effectively and almost instantly.
And even more advances are on the way. The follow-

Recent advances in DNA sequencing now allow the

ing are six ways in which accelerating technology de-

rapid analysis of genomes of large numbers of wine

velopment will empower wine makers:

yeast strains. As laboratories around the world se-

1. Hyper-granular detail: DNA
sequencing and ‘parcel’ wine:

10

https://www.evineyardapp.com/
http://smartvineyard.com/
https://www.abc.net.au

quence more and more yeast strains, wine makers
will start to understand how genetic differences can
translate into practical results.

When it comes to mapping terroir these days, no

Yeast breeding programmes will now be better in-

area is too small. We’re moving beyond sub-appel-

formed, enabling new strains for greater diversity

lations and micro-climates into the new frontier of

and novel wine characteristics. And growers can an-

‘parcel’ or ‘block’ wines, which narrow the source of

alyse the DNA of their yeast strains to better under-

grapes down to a single, small patch within a vine-

stand their own ecosystems.

yard.

Both DNA analysis and parcel/block wines mean the

1

2
3
4

https://www.theglobeandmail.com
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2.2 | Wine maker as data analyst

Early tests found a thermal camera was the easiest
to use while also providing accurate information. Developed by UNSW, the app is now being tested by a

4. Covering more
ground via drones

variety of wineries, with their feedback helping to in-

By taking detailed pictures as they fly over a

form further development of this innovative technol-

vineyard, drones equipped with multi-spec-

ogy .

tral and thermal infrared cameras can create

5

vine images that indicate their water status.

3. Predicting seasonal yield
through machine learning
and big data

According to the University of Melbourne’s
Sigfredo Fuentes, this approach “helps determine if the plants are water stressed or not”.

“We can survey a 45-hectare area in 15
minutes and have the data ready a day
later”

According to plant physiologist and agronomist Sigfredo Fuentes of the University of Melbourne, big
data and machine learning will in the future “be able

through their skin. This ultimately leads to off flavours in finished wines that, instead of evoking

to predict seasonal yield faster and with an expect-

earthy tones or fruity finishes, can taste more like a

ed accuracy of around 80-90 per cent, which is much

“Traditionally a consultant for a big winery

higher than current methodologies”.

might travel up and down in a van, looking

cigarette butt11.

6. Automation and reducing time
on unwanted business activities

for sick or missing plants. This is really time-con-

ments in the wine: Reverse osmosis, spinning cone

More and more, growers will be able to take historic

suming. Instead, we can survey a 45-hectare area

column (e.g. ConeTech7 or Flavourtech8) and cross-

data from their specific vineyard – soil data, manage-

in 15 minutes and have the data ready a day later,”

flow filtration.

ment data, meteorological information and actual

Fuentes explains. Drone imagery can also provide

yields per season – and then plug that into machine

information about where disease or pests have hit a

As they have for mobile filtration systems and tech-

outsource or automate a variety of tasks. For in-

learning models. This will enable them to predict

vineyard, as well as where plants have died and need

nology, the costs for cross-flow filtration for small

stance, many vineyards now promote the winery ‘ex-

yields for the coming season during early stages of

replacing.

wine producers have come down, leading to in-

perience’ via Airbnb. In 2017, Airbnb hosts in 11 ma-

creased usage. However, new practices to reduce al-

jor wine regions in the US welcomed more than 1.3

cohol in wine are controversial . Some wine makers

million guests and earned $185 million12.

growth. “It means the wine makers can plan for that
season much more effectively,” adds Fuentes .
6

Wine makers today can turn to digital platforms to

5. Reducing alcohol levels
and smoke taint

9

decry any manipulation of the wine-making process.

“

Savvy wine producers can also recruit from a global

Wine makers in Bordeaux have garages of
toys to do this… It’s something the industry
is reluctant to talk about…”

Some wine makers like the flavours obtained from
extremely ripe grapes, but not the extra alcohol that
results from the high sugar levels in the fruit. With
climate change creating warmer temperatures and

thanks to sites like ZipRecruiter13 and Indeed14. And
cloud-based service providers such as Rubicon Global15 for waste management and recycling enable wine

Anonymous Source

higher sugar potential in grapes, the problem is too

pool of people willing to pick grapes during harvest,

makers to automate a wide range of other business

much alcohol. The average alcohol content for Napa

tasks.

Valley Cabernet 30 years ago was in the mid-12%.

Another challenge related to climate change is wild-

Today, it is well over 14%. In Germany, the climate

fires, which are increasing in size and pose a par-

Such technologies are allowing growers to be much

20 years ago rarely allowed grapes to reach maturity

ticular threat to California and the western US. The

more proactive, rather than reactive. They also raise

levels supporting a balanced dry Riesling of 12-13%.

2018 wildfire season in California was the deadli-

new questions about how much growers might

Today, most of the Riesling consumed in Germany is

est and most destructive on record, and 15 of the

want to intervene in business processes, as well as

dry, with alcohol levels closer to 13% due to warmer

20 largest fires in California’s history have occurred

how much data and information they might want to

conditions.

since 2000. Wine grapes exposed to smoke for a

share.

Three techniques can be used to reduce alcohol con-

prolonged period can absorb smoke compounds

10

tent without changing fruit flavours and other ele-

5
6

12

7
8
9
10

https://www.wineaustralia.com
https://www.futurity.org
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https://www.conetech.com
http://flavourtech.com
https://www.i-winereview.com
https://www.nationalgeographic.com

11
12
13
14
15

https://munchies.vice.com
https://www.airbnbcitizen.com
https://www.ziprecruiter.co.uk
https://www.indeed.co.uk
https://www.rubiconglobal.com
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02 | The Growers / Producers

2.3 | Extreme transparency vs closely guarded secrets

By publishing every important aspect
about the winery – from grape growing to wine making, to the underlying business of producing and selling
wine – Costaflores essentially ‘self-cer-

Extreme transparency
versus closelyguarded secrets

tifies’ by exposing much more information than a vineyard would for a
conventional organic certification.
OpenVino is about sharing as much
information as possible. But this ap-

by a low-cost, highly-adaptable Raspberry Pi-based

proach can be broken down into five

weather stations over a LoRa radio link, and then

With the ability of wine growers to publish more

ed in Mendoza, Argentina. Here, he grows organ-

constituent parts, each using technology to fuel ex-

published to the blockchain. The use of the block-

information than ever before – and the ability of

ic Malbec, Petit Verdot and Cabernet Sauvignon

treme transparency:

chain, actually a sidechain developed by OpenVino

consumers to access more data than ever before

grapes for the MTB (Mike Tango Bravo) blend.

1. Internet of Things (IoT) in
the field: vineyard, winery,
supply chain

– producers must now consider how much information and access they’re willing to provide, and

OpenVino is an open-source winery and Mike is

which technologies to use to do so.

on a transparency crusade. His mission is to blend
open-source concepts with boutique organic vit-

Many makers of fine wines could have a lot to lose

iculture using hardware and software to digitally

At the Costaflores organic vineyard and winery, dis-

if their intellectual property were compromised

transform wineries. He began his venture with the

crete pieces of data are collected and published on a

and entered the public domain. A bit of mystery

question: ‘What happens when we share all of the

blockchain every three minutes. These include tem-

is often part of a fine wine brand’s heritage. And

intellectual property – viticultural, oenologic, eco-

peratures, rainfall, relative humidity, wind speed and

such brands tend to be opaque about the process-

nomic and marketing data – with the world?’.

direction, and underground moisture. For example,

es that go into producing iconic wines, maintaining

environmental data is collected using sixteen ‘Vindui-

consistent and unrivalled flavour profiles while also

Such ‘nakedness’ is a signature of the open-source

no’ moisture sensors buried at four different depths

optimising costs and profits.

approach, where codes and designs are shared. It

on four different locations around the vineyard, cre-

has demonstrated that, even with intellectual prop-

ating a 16-point, multi-level sensor array.

on the Ethereum blockchain, creates a non-repudiation element for the data; once the data has been
written, it can never be modified. This is an important element of ‘self-certification’ as an organic, fairtrade crop.

“Once the data has been written, it can never be
modified, a key element of ‘self-certification’ as
an organic, fair trade crop.”

2. Enterprise resource
planning and accounting
All of Costaflores’ sensor data are processed by the

But what about the small wineries, the boutique

erty exposed, innovation and profits are possible.

wineries of the world? These micro wineries can be

This led to the DIY maker movement, in which low-

The Vinduino was developed by Reinier Van der Lee

ning application (ERP). OpenBravo3 represents a new

quirky, authentic or iconic. Might consumers find

cost and common off-the-shelf digital fabrication

for his vineyard in Temecula, California. Southern

wave of open-source ERP applications that differ

them appealing precisely because they are willing

tools were coupled with the open-source hacker

California, like Mendoza in Argentina, is a desert, a –

from those offered by big companies such as SAP,

to share ‘secrets’ about their wines?

ethos to enable participants to build “almost any-

drought-stricken and often plagued by water short-

NetSuite and Microsoft. OpenBravo provides a plat-

thing” in the garage. It was only natural that a ‘ga-

ages. The Vinduino is an adaptation of the low-cost

form for accounting/inventory teams to handle IoT

Consider how technology can enable such open-

ragiste’ boutique wine maker would embrace these

Arduino IoT computer, designed to measure mois-

data as well as blockchain/cryptocurrency exchange

ness, starting first with an example involving ex-

ideas.

ture underground and to automatically regulate irri-

needs.

OpenBravo open-source enterprise resource plan-

treme transparency and then one involving closely-guarded secrets:

gation systems.
Wine consumers today might not always know the

Extreme transparency
Mike Barrow, the founder of OpenVino , lives on
1

Mike Barrow often gives cuttings from the Costa-

meaning of labels like organic, eco, natural, fair

The location of the Vinduino moisture sensors (///

flores vineyard to shop owners, friends and enthusi-

trade or biodynamic. With the OpenVino project,

multimedia.sonorous.puppies) are tagged using

asts so they can plant and grow grapes at their loca-

Finca Orgánica Costaflores aims to help consumers

the What3Words application at Costaflores. At the

tions, thus creating the ‘Costaflores Global Vineyard’

and industry reporters overcome this confusion,

centre of the vineyard (///applications.silks.devot-

(CGV), a worldwide backup of the Costaflores genetic

through a process called ‘biodigital certification’.

edly), data from the Vinduino sensors are collected

material. If an OpenVino node and a Vinduino are

2

the four-hectare Finca Orgánica Costaflores, locat-

1

14

2
3

http://openvino.org/
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02 | The Growers / Producers

2.3 | Extreme transparency vs closely guarded secrets

Closely-guarded
secrets

duced by the OpenVino platform at

es of the vineyard become literal network nodes,

Costaflores. For example, a player

digitally, physically and metaphorically. Today,

might be asked: “Should we irrigate

the Costaflores Global Network is growing every-

the Malbec vines today?”. To prop-

where, from ///blending.whizzed.pricier to ///cas-

erly answer the question, the play-

Not every wine producer might

keep that secure. Such data can

cade.drummers.stunts.

er would need to check the data

want to follow the extreme trans-

now be digitised and stored on lap-

published by the Malbec moisture

parency example of OpenVino. In

tops rather than on paper form in

All of Costaflores’ accounting data is published

sensors. Thus, game players are

stark contrast are those who prefer

wine makers’ diaries or journals, or

for anyone to see. This provides consumers, aca-

validating real-world data.

to keep their secrets closely guard-

protected via even more advanced

ed. For example, if you’re a wine

technologies for peace of mind.

demics and curious onlookers with a window into
the business of a working winery: How much was
spent on packaging such as corks, bottles, labels and

field for a virtual tour.

boxes? What about wine elaboration, salaries, taxes,

data and blend information that
has been handed down through
several generations, you want to

If they answer the questions cor-

maker whose methods and blends

rectly, they earn points. If they

have been safeguarded for centu-

answer incorrectly, or not at all,

ries, you don’t want them getting

The future:

consumables, marketing and communications? How

Currently, the OpenVino team is working with the

they lose points. At the end of the

into the wrong hands (neighbour-

All of the technologies described in

much wine was sold in Argentina? How about in India,

Romi-project.eu to develop vineyard robots. It’s also

season, 10% of the newly-minted

ing vineyards, disgruntled employ-

this section are aimed at empower-

Brazil, Spain or beyond? Did the company earn a prof-

working with the Spanish 3D designers Polygonalmind

Costaflores wine vintage tokens

ees or counterfeiters, for example).

ing the wine grower/producer. And,

it this year? Did employees receive a bonus? Is Costa-

to build mock-ups of the Costaflores Organic Vineyard

are distributed to the game play-

These kinds of producers can find

for industry, the results are clear to

flores receiving competitive pricing from suppliers? The

for the blockchain-based online world Decentraland .

ers, proportional to the number

support from a new wave of data

see:

data can answer all of these questions and more.

In the future, high-resolution satellite and thermo-

of points each player earned. So,

protection providers that specialise

graphic drone imagery will be run through models to

game players are learning about

in protecting company information

create oracles for smart contracts and prediction mar-

wine and earning money (the MTB*

wherever it goes. For instance, the

kets

cryptoassets), all while also act-

data security firm Vera6 says: “It’s

ing as observers and validators of

critical to manage who can access

OpenVino sensor data, account-

your sensitive files, control what

ing data, tasting notes, oenologi-

they can do with that data, and

3. Daily worklog and runbook
Daily tasks in the vineyard, winery and business are
registered in OpenBravo and described in the Costaflores wiki, which is built on Atlassian’s Confluence

4

5

5. Gamification

“

Fine wine producers,
certainly Bordeaux, have
never made better wine
than today, partly because
technology has enabled more
understanding in the vineyard
and wineries.”

collaborative suite and Trello. Essentially, this daily

All of these different sources of visual data are mapped

cal processes, sales and marketing

track your intellectual property,

worklog and descriptive runbook serve as a record of

with What3Words. This will enable OpenVino enthusi-

practices, and keeping an eye on

wherever it travels.”

the human effort that goes into growing grapes, mak-

asts to not only visit the Costaflores vineyard and win-

the underlying blockchain and IoT

ing wine and selling and delivering the end product.

ery as online wine tourists but, more importantly, let

platforms.

The ultimate outcome of this data collection is to help

them participate in a didactic gamified experience that

Costaflores determine what processes can be best op-

involves helping make day-to-day decisions regarding

ly to the data itself. If any infor-

makers will embrace technology

timised and automated. The runbook also serves as a

Costaflores’ viticultural practices.

mation protected in this way

more and more in their processes:

John Stimpfig, Decanter
Vera attaches military-grade encryption, security and policy direct-

base descriptor – a how-to guide – for outside observ-

is copied, forwarded or left on

ers to learn from, opinion about and, if they so desire,

This is the advent of decentralised farming. It’s a new

a stolen laptop, its access can

criticise.

form of Farmville but with a real farm tied to it. Partic-

be denied. So, if an employee

ipants in this app-based game can play any of the fol-

tries to steal sensitive informa-

lowing roles: Viticulturist, oenologist, sommelier, wine

tion, access can be instantly

merchant or blockchain/IoT technician. As players pro-

revoked. Wine makers can se-

By using low-cost 360-degree cameras along with ro-

gress through the game, they gain more skills in their

cure any type of file this way

botic rovers and cheap thermographic drones in the

selected category of expertise, and are asked sponta-

– Office documents, PDFs, CAD

vineyard and winery, Costaflores can create time-lapse

neous questions. Many of these questions are generic

files etc. – no matter where it is

imagery that provides further evidence for certification

trivia questions related to their category. But, more of-

stored, whether on Box, Drop-

claims and brings remote wine enthusiasts into the

ten than not, the questions are derived from data pro-

box, OneDrive, SharePoint or

4. 360 imagery, robotics and drones

on-premises.
4
5
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If you are a vineyard with methods,

installed at CGV locations, these far-flung piec-

http://romi-project.eu/
http://decentraland.org/
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We predict a new wave of fine wine

“

Heads of fine-wine family
businesses (notably in
Europe) are retiring en masse,
leading to a dichotomy between
a traditionally conservative
model and a new data-driven
and travel-savvy generation of
leaders.”
Pauline Vicard, Fine Minds 4
Fine Wine

https://www.vera.com/
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3.1 | The death of the expert

This section explores the theme
of the enlightened consumer.
Never have we known so much
about fine wine, and never
have consumers had so much
information at their fingertips.
But information in this industry
flows both ways.
Conscious consumers want to

03 The Consumers

know about how, where and
why a wine is made. They want
to know it’s sustainable, traceable and produced in a transparent manner. That puts pressure
on wine growers and marketers
to keep up with consumer de-

The death
of the expert

mand, as consumers can vote

Consumers, more so than ever, are using apps for much of

with their wallets. On the flip

their guidance and reference. The same in wine- with the likes

side, the industry has spent a

of apps such as Vivino1 and Wotwine2 growing in usage.

lot of time and money looking
at how best to meet the needs

As Orsi Szentkiralyi of Wotwine explains: “The UK has 24 mil-

of customers and at what is

lion wine drinkers, of which 6 million are “heavy” drinkers3. 86%

driving their choices. The goal

of wine purchases by volume are bought in supermarkets with

is often to influence consum-

5 million heavy purchasers using digital in some form to buy4.

ers’ wants and needs. In the

Consumers are purchasing based heavily first on price over

following pages, we look at

expert recommendations and packaging / branding. It has led

the various influences on wine

to 90% of supermarket volumes being bought on promotion.

consumers, as well as at how

Where as Vivino is mostly used to rate wine and keep a track of

technology has helped further

your favourites, Wotwine are focused on professional advice at

expand and share knowledge

the point of purchase.

about wine.
Whilst experts in magazines, online etc focus on quality, Wotwine believe they are best placed to provide quality and value
for money. Consumers can scan a chosen bottle barcode (with

“Never have we known so much
about fine wine, and never
have consumers had so much
information at their fingertips.”

currently 80% of all wines on the shelf recognised), the wine value rating is matched against the RRP. The consumer can read a
review on the wine and get the best value wine available at that
time and location.”
The future you will see apps like Wotwine become powerful
data owners that can:

1
2
3
4
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https://www.vivino.com/
http://www.wotwine.com/
TGI defines this as 5 or more bottles purchased per month
TGI 2013
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3.1 | The death of the expert

•

3.2 | Multisensory experiences

Provide meaningful insight into con-

Much of Spence and oth-

happy music… Cabernets like an-

ing has on the experience of enjoy-

sumer behaviour. Wotwine are currently

er’s research centres on

gry music (Gray, 2007).

ing fine wine, as this excerpt from

at 8000 wines tasted and over a million

how different factors af-

scans allowing them to analyse consum-

fect how we experience

Music can potentially be used to

er preferences, product placement and

a fine wine. These fac-

modify sweetness, acidity, fruit-

promotion efficiency.

tors have included:

iness, astringency/grippiness,

“By tasting on the ground and in

length. Adding music to enhance

the sky, the experts were able to

a food experience has been apt-

further understand how taste and

•

0 1 . Touch – a heavier

Link purchase intent vs actual behav-

its book, The Wine in the Sky, ex-

iour. When linked up to Nielsen’s POS

bottle of wine gives the

ly named ‘Sonic Seasoning’ by

smell are the senses most affected

system which records sales, detailed cus-

impression that the wine

Spence.

by the atmosphere and work to-

tomer journeys in supermarkets can be

is more expensive than

captured.

it really is.

sensors’ reception of aromas are

ing music and wine together. They

limited owing to the lower air pres-

have enlisted Toni Gutierrez, the

sure that comes with a lower hu-

creator of the Antonus 2600 an-

midity; bubbles found in sparkling

something about the quality of

alogue music synthesiser, to de-

wines, which contain up to thirty

a fine champagne by listening to

velop Vinophonics, an analogue

times more aromas than the liq-

the fizz. Many small bubbles give

electronic instrument capable of

uid, tend to stick to the sides of the

off a higher-pitched fizz than the

producing sounds from the live

glass; and that fruit flavours are

gross, clumpy fat bubbles of a

vineyard data and streaming those

diminished, while bitterness and

club soda.” (Lawless, 2000).

sounds across the internet. What

spiciness are largely unaffected.”

0 2 . ‘Hear the taste’

their products and portfolio. Good wine

– “I often think I can tell

selling for a good price. Consumers receive transparency on pricing, producers
receive valuable insight into consumer
trends and competitor analysis.
Wotwine is developing AI that learns the
user’s preferences to recommend wines
to purchase. With a database of good value for money wines (developed by real
people) and user feedback, technology
will provide customized advice on the next

Multisensory
experiences

“

gether in a pressurised cabin; nasal
The OpenVino team is also weav-

Help growers and retailers optimise

•

The pleasures of the glass reside mainly in
the mind, not the mouth.”

does a vineyard (and the block-

Professor Charles Spence, author of
Gastrophysics: The New Science of Eating

chain) sound like, you might

VistaJet, working with Spence,

ask? At the Sonar+D music

looked at the science of the sens-

festival in Barcelona later this

es while travelling at 45,000 feet.

July, we will find out!

Some notable findings led VistaJet
to make changes to its in-air ser-

bottle you’ll love.
We are going to see an explosion in multisensory ex-

As the research and technol-

vice as well as to celebrate certain

It seems Wotwine may be in competition

periences around wine, with much of the thinking

ogy in this space develops,

experiences through its ‘Wine in

with Amazon in the future, as explained by

led by the University of Oxford’s Professor Charles

you will see more companies

the Sky’ wine program.

Rory Maw, Director at Wotwine: Amazon

Spence. His research has focused on four areas that

from the industry embrac-

one day aim to “never recommend you a

affect taste:

ing such findings and inno-

In the future, with AI learning our

vations. Marketers of food

preferences, we may become

and beverage brands have

mindful that we aren’t discover-

turned to this approach as

ing more wine by ‘random’. It’s not

part of their push into the ex-

unrealistic to think we could be of-

perience economy . For oth-

fered two options: by a provider:

bad bottle of wine”.

0 1 . Hedonic – how much do we like the wine?
0 2 . Sensory – what is our assessment of the
physical properties of the drink (e.g. sweetness,

1

acidity, fruitiness, alcohol) and their impact on us

0 3 . Background noise / music –

ers, it’s led by wanting to optimise

‘comfort’, i.e., VistaJet knows what

(e.g. grippiness, length)?

Sounds playing in the background

a customer’s experience.

you like/prefer and provides that

age, complexity, balance, quality and price?

0 4 . Descriptive – would we describe the wine as
heavy or light, zingy or lush, masculine or feminine?
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optimal experience, or ‘discover’,

can affect perceptions of wine:

0 3 . Analytic – how do we judge such attributes as

20

plains:

“Red wines need either minor

For example, VistaJet , the global

whereby you choose to explore

key or they need music that has

aviation unicorn, launched its own

new wines and multisensory expe-

negative emotion. They don’t like

research into the impact that fly-

riences during your flight.

2

1
2
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https://www.forbes.com/
https://www.vistajet.com/
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3.3 | Virtual personal assistants

3.4 | You drink it, you own it transparency

Virtual
personal
assistants

“You drink it, you
own it” transparency
The ultimate traceability model follows the path of
the grape from the plant in the ground to the mind
charter could hold your own

Tock are disrupting established

of the drinker. From this thought, OpenVino.org

wine for your flights; if your sup-

players such as OpenTable and

asked what would happen “if we convert consum-

ply runs out, the ordering sys-

Yelp. Eventually, there will be a

ers into partners, shareholders, in exchange for the

Another possibility is that your

tem could talk to your virtual

move to ‘transparent inventory’

feedback of their drinking experience”.

virtual private assistant could

personal assistant, which in turn

that shows all available tables

talk to a luxury service provider,

could talk to your wine broker to

on a booking system or shows

OpenVino’s Barrow has created his own model: Vine-

such as a private jet company.

order more of your favourite tip-

when places are in high demand

Wine-Dine-Mind. This considers, what people really

These instructions will guide the consumer to fill out

Together, knowing your favour-

ple.

and then charges a premium for

think about and feel when they consume our wines

a form with personal information, (name, address,

a booking.

and how they can become true owners of the liquid

age, ID number, drinking preferences, geolocation)

in their glass. This is decentralised viticulture.

and take a selfie with the bottle in hand. Next, the

ite grape varieties/regions, they
would consider the potential

From here, it’s not too far a leap

altitudes you would be flying

to imagine the scenario from

The future technology here will

at based on your route, look at

the beginning of this report,

be about linking front-end (cus-

When the 2018 Costaflores ‘Mike Tango Bravo’ wines

their experience of drinking this particular bottle of

your choices on previous flights

where your VPA knows what

tomer interfaces and booking

become available on the market in May of 2021, the

wine. This information will be gathered by the Open-

and then recommend a wine

your friend will be cooking for

systems) with CRM, supply chain

back label of the bottles will carry a special serial-

Vino app and used by Costaflores to learn about the

and food pairing.

dinner that night through com-

management and other comple-

ised tag that can be read by a smartphone. This tag

consumer experience of drinking MTB.

munication with their VPA. It

mentary services through APIs,

will instruct the drinker to download an app on their

You could end up with a Pinot

recommends a couple of special

enabling ‘IFTT’ (if this, then that)

phone and follow a set of instructions.

Noir, paired with white choco-

bottles and then helps you or-

processes. For instance, your ro-

is time-consuming and asks personal information

late, in a specific glass designed

der and pick up those wines en

bo-taxi could talk to your VPA,

from the consumer. Most consumers don’t read the

for a certain altitude. Compa-

route to your friend’s house.

which then contacts a booking

back label of a wine bottle. And those who do might

system and links to the som-

not be inclined to share their personal information

nies could add some ‘sonic sea-

drinker will be given a few questions to answer about

The challenge here is that this data collection process

soning’ music to match the wine

In the future, linking VPAs with

melier’s handheld device, which

with the winery. But those who do follow through

notes. For example, it might

restaurants will be a key to of-

connects to the restaurant’s sup-

will be rewarded with a special digital token that rep-

know the best songs to pair with

fering frictionless food and fine

ply chain.

resents one legal share of Organic Costaflores S.A.,

different wines and, with your

wine experiences. The restau-

the company that owns the Costaflores vineyard and

approval to link to your Spotify

rant industry has already been

produces the wine. In other words, if you drink the

account, could check whether

investing substantial sums in

wine and follow through with the app, providing de-

you have that track or some-

software. One unicorn venture,

tailed feedback about your drinking experience, you

thing close to make the wine

Toast , has seen rapid adoption

will become a shareholder of the company. Congrat-

taste even better. If you are a

of its software designed from

ulations: you’re now part owner of a winery and vine-

frequent flyer from the same lo-

the ground up for restaurant

yard in Argentina. In other words: ‘you drink it, you

cation, perhaps the private jet

management. Others such as

own it’.

1

1
2
3
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https://www.spotify.com/uk/
https://pos.toasttab.com/
https://www.exploretock.com/
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4.1 | Tackling counterfeiting

As a collector/investor, numerous factors can influence your fine wine world: Currencies, market supply
and demand, global recessions, evolving consumer
trends, etc. However, a few factors in particular have
really frustrated collectors and investors recently,
and there are ways in which technology can help.
One company on a mission to harness cutting edge
science and technology is VeriVin1, founded by Dr.
Cecilia Muldoon, who has both scientific expertise

04 The Investors / Collectors

(she holds a PhD in experimental atomic and laser
physics from Oxford University) and a love of wine.
VeriVin focus on two areas of particular discontent:
1

www.verivin.com

Tackling Counterfeiting
According to Dr Muldoon at VeriVin: “It is estimated
that up to 20% of fine wine is fake. Fraudulent wine
could be worth as much as $3 billion at current market prices. The problem is even bigger in the spirits

edly belonged to Jefferson. After a museum demand-

industry. While estimates in this area are less relia-

ed to know the provenance of the bottles ahead of

ble, a recent study that used carbon dating on rare

exhibiting them, though, Jefferson’s estate couldn’t

Scotch whiskies found more than a third of those

verify them.

tested were found to be fake. In total, it is estimated
that the UK alone loses £218 million every year from

Koch then hired a private investigator to look into

counterfeit wine and spirits”.

Hardy Rodenstock, the wine dealer who had brought
the bottles to auction. During the investigation, the

As far back as 2016, Maureen Downey told a master-

wine was chemically tested and found to date from

class at 67 Pall Mall that: “The pervasiveness of coun-

1962. Empty bottles, blank wine labels and corks

terfeit wines in the fine wine world is a lot larger than

were found in Rodenstock’s house.

people know, or are willing to admit to.”
The problem is that used bottles of rare wines are

“This is wine’s bleeding edge of
technology, coupled with the art
of organic, fine wine making.”

Wine fraud has been covered in mainstream news,

being bought and then refilled with blends. Ask som-

books, Netflix and, soon, a Hollywood movie: ‘The Bil-

meliers at top restaurants, and they will tell you they

lionaire’s Vinegar’. This film tells the tale of wine col-

are often asked to keep empty bottles from expen-

lectors who believed they were buying a 1787 Cha-

sive fine wines. As with other types of counterfeiting

teau Lafitte Bordeaux that had belonged to Thomas

(art, printing money, etc.) the level of sophistication

Jefferson. A bottle auctioned for $156,000 at Chris-

in counterfeit wine can be very high. Plus, many peo-

tie’s in 1985 was inscribed with a “Th. J” and was pre-

ple don’t know what a rare old wine should taste

sented as having once been owned by the former US

like and the human palate is fallible. It’s very hard to

president. However, doubts about the wine’s authen-

know what a 1945 Latour should taste like, in part

ticity started building. US billionaire Bill Koch paid

because the wine evolves over time.

$311,804 for four other bottles that had also suppos-
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4.2 | Traceability

4.3 | Non-invasive solutions

ing. The results of this analysis could go beyond validation and quality control and even-

Traceability

tually also lead to more accurate pricing, aid
in provenance certification, and even serve
as a comparative purchasing tool to help

As explained by Dr Muldoon at VeriVin:

consumers make choices based on physical

“It is estimated that around 6-10% of all

data.

wine is affected by wine faults. The largest contributor is believed to be TCA

They envision a tool which allows produc-

(2,4,6-Trichloroanisole, a natural chemical

ers to re-scan bottles year on year, thereby

compound that imparts musty flavour and

The future
non-invasive
solution:
VeriVin global
database

monitoring their evolution in ideal storage

aroma to a wine). Such wines are often de-

The costs incurred are not only direct (the

scribed as being “corked” or having cork

value of the bottle itself) but also indirect

taint.

(e.g. shipping and time costs) and intangible (e.g. reputation). And the cost of faulty

One challenge with wine is knowing where

or underperforming bottles is amplified

it has been over its entire lifetime. Many

when the per-bottle cost is higher than av-

fine wine bottles are shipped, traded

erage, as is the case with old, rare and fine

and moved several times over a lifetime.

wines and spirits”.

There is always the chance a wine won’t

conditions. This tool would allow for a benchmark ID tag which could then be compared
with the ID tag of a similar bottle scanned on
another VeriVin device at a future point in
time. This second bottle might have changed
hands several times, have a different storage
and transport history, or even be a fake.
In conjunction with the University of Oxford,

be stored in good conditions or could be

The challenge to date has been verifying

‘cooked’ while being shipped from one

and testing wine without taking the cork

place to another.

out. And a database alone can’t provide

VeriVin is an innovative startup developing a

pounds in complex liquids to achieve meas-

answers if you haven’t got the profile of

unique non-invasive spectroscopic analyser

urement sensitivities beyond the scope of

Dr Muldoon continues: Fake and faulty

many of the old bottles that have already

for wine, spirits and other complex liquids.

existing spectroscopic techniques. Imagine

wine and spirits affect producers, sup-

left the vineyards.

They are developing technology capable of

that a producer finishes bottling the 2019

detecting the presence of certain molecular

harvest and, instead of relying on an in-

pliers, merchants, restaurants, end con-

they are also working on the quantum- enhanced spectroscopic sensing of trace com-

sumers, auction houses, collectors, wine

As outlined by Dr Muldoon at VeriVin:

compounds in unopened bottles of wine –

house method to create an internal record

shops, supermarkets and wine funds, and

“Most established techniques are invasive

through the glass, without the need to open

of the bottles, uses a standardised database

they lead to financial losses for all parties

– that is, they involve sending the wine to

the bottle or extract a sample. This non-inva-

with easy-to-use software that can upload all

along the supply chain.

a lab to be opened and tested. And the

sive “molecular fingerprinting” essentially al-

the basic data for each bottle: Name, vine-

price for such tests is usually the loss or

lows us to know what’s in the bottle without

yard, vintage, location of bottling, serial num-

spoilage of the sample, or even a contam-

taking the cork out.

ber, even molecular makeup. The first five

ination of the environment, as well as a

attributes can become details appended to a

large physical footprint and a high cost.

The applications for VeriVin’s technology

molecular ID tag.

range from anti-counterfeiting and quality
The last few years have seen an increasing

control to profiling and validation (rubber

demand in the wine and spirit industries

stamping) for wine producers. Its use will

for in-situ, rapid and cost-effective authen-

lead to a powerful database of molecular ID

tication, quality control and characterisa-

tags that could have a major impact on the

tion. And a premium has been placed on

wine and spirits industry.

detection techniques and through-con-

26

“Wine is one of the most complex liquids
we know.”
Dr Cecilia Muldoon, VeriVin
Wine is composed of around 85-87% water

tainer tests that are highly sensitive, accu-

Their vision is to extract meaningful conclu-

and 12-14% ethanol. The remaining 1-2%

rate and, if possible, non-invasive”.

sions from this database by breaking down

consists of around 1,000 different organic

and analysing millions of these molecular ID

molecules, all of which look similar. The ap-

tags using chemometrics and machine learn-

plications for VeriVin’s device aren’t limited to
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4.4 | Storage

4.5 | Tokenisation

wine. It just happened that Dr. Muldoon was part

Is the future of fine
wine ‘tokenisation’?

of the Oxford University Wine Circle and used this
as the first application for the technology. VeriVin
aims to create a database with the optical fingerprints of millions of bottles of wine, spirits, olive
oils, and other complex liquids in the beverage
and healthcare industries. Spectroscopic techniques could provide clues to health of stored red

In May 2018, Costaflores began selling its

blood cells (6.8m people donate blood in the US

wines using digital tokens, or cryptoassets,

alone each year). The goal is non-invasive charac-

based on the Ethereum blockchain. These

terisation, fault testing, monitoring and authenti-

tokens are a form of digital currency like Bit-

cation that can lead to a powerful database of mo-

coin, except they’re backed by organic wine.

lecular ID tags.

Costaflores issues wine-backed cryptoassets

1

Machine learning in the future

Storage

VeriVin has a vision to connect its growing data-

In the future, wine shops – from fine-wine boutiques

enable the marketplace to define the price of

cation and marketing. But, at the end of the

base of molecular fingerprints with existing (hu-

such as Hedonism Wines in Mayfair, London, to the

wines.

day, it is the consumer who has the last word

man) tasting notes for the same wines. It then

Costaflores wine shop in Mendoza – could deploy

aims to use machine learning methods to correct-

sensors to allow customers to see that wines are

According to Mike Barrow: “We are a re-

ly predict the taste and structural profile of each

stored at proper temperatures. This data could be

al-world functioning use case of the block-

wine, as expressed in terms of keywords used by

continually updated via blockchain as proof of ‘cool

chain, combining 10,000 years of cultural his-

wine critics. Unsupervised machine learning will

housekeeping’.

tory (wine) with the disruptive 21st century

as a market-driven mechanism for determining the prices of its wines. OpenVino envisions using cryptocurrencies in this way to

in defining the price of Costaflores’ bottles.

economy.”

be used to extrapolate the identity of each wine

“This is wine’s bleeding edge of
technology, coupled with the art of
organic, fine wine making.”

from its spectral data while supervised machine

The industry has already come a long way since

learning will be used to find connections between

LWIN, a consistent identification system for fine

Wine, like art, is a good area in which to

spectral data and tasting notes. This approach of

wines. The next step could be sensor systems paired

demonstrate the potential of blockchain

On 2-4 April, 2018, Costaflores harvested its

matching subjective information (tasting notes)

with fine wine labelling.

technology. The valuation of a wine can

Malbec, Petit Verdot and Cabernet Sauvignon

change over time, evolving with the quality

grapes, and prepared them for vinification.

with non-invasive scientific data (spectra) in the
analysis of wine would be, to the best of our

For example, cargo monitoring companies such as

and scarcity of the vintage. Costaflores can

Three weeks later, after fermentation was

knowledge, the first of its kind.

eProvenance are creating sensor systems alongside

influence the valuation of its digital tokens,

complete, the amount of wine, in litres, was

algorithms that calculate the impact of temperature

and thus its wine, by making better wines

calculated and legally declared with Argen-

and other changes in the shipping conditions on the

over time, and through effective communi-

tina’s national wine institute, a government

Blockchain registration

wine. Fine wine can change owners multiple times,

agency charged with tracking and regulat-

Once there is a method for effectively ‘finger-

and many collectors buy wine with the intention of

ing Argentine grape and wine production.

printing’ wines for future comparison, this finger-

not opening it. With a digital database and fluidity in

Based on the number of litres of wine

print data could be stored on a blockchain and

being able to buy and sell wine, wine could be stored

produced, it was estimated that the 2018

associated with an NFT (non-fungible token) ID.

in bonded warehouses and then not moved. Rather

harvest would yield approximately 16,384

So whenever someone exchanges the NFT rep-

than shipping a bottle to follow its owner each time

bottles of wine.

resenting the bottle, the fingerprint data travels

is it bought and sold (for example, being shipped to

with it. While such a system could also work with a

Hong Kong and left in a container quayside in the

Thus, on the 6 May, Costaflores issued

standard database, the beauty of using blockchain

sunshine), you could now keep the wine in one place

the world’s first wine-backed cryptoasset.

is that VeriVin wouldn’t own the data and anyone

and record buying and selling on a blockchain-en-

It did this through an initial coin offering

could access this information.

abled database. And if a bottle is moved, sensors

(ICO), by publishing an Ethereum smart

could alert the owner or carrier when storage condi-

contract on the blockchain for 16,384

tions need to be changed or improved.

ERC-20 digital tokens called MTB18. These

1
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How it works

https://cen.acs.org/
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